Novatred Matting
Frame Installation Instructions
Materials Required:
Frame
4 Corner Stakes per frame
Packers
Novatred Bulk & Thin Screed
10 Gauge S/S Counter Sunk Screws
6mm Plugs
Tools Required:
Hammer Drill
Hammer
Screws and Plugs
Level 1200mm
6mm Masonry Bits
4mm Metal Drill Bit
Counter Sink Bit
Frame
Novatred Bulk & Thin Screed
Packers

Method:
1. Assemble frame with corner stakes.
2. Check the frame size and direction. Measure the position of the centre (ensure it aligns with grout
lines, doors or windows as per builders instructions).
3. Dill 4mm holes at 800mm centres to the bottom part of frame.
4. Counter sink holes to accept 8 gauge screws.
5. Place the frames in the scrape out area.
6. Confirm how all surfaces finish and adjoin frame
7. Check the finished floor height (FFH)
8. Pack up the space between the scrape out and frame so it meets the finished floor height (use a spirit level)
9. Drill and screw the frames with masonry fixings through the packers and into concrete pad.
10. Check all sides are level with the finished floor height
11. Refer to screed instructions and mat depth instructions.

This information is based on our experience to date and the results of careful testing. However, varying site conditions and methods of use
influences practical application of the products. Their success is also dependent upon the professional judgment of the used and his/her
conformity to proper trade practice, which are factors outside out control. The issue of this product information invalidates all previous
information relevant to this product.

Novatred Matting
Screed Installation Instructions
Tools Required:
Hand Trowel
Buckets
Shovel
Mixing Stick
Straight Edge
Wheel Barrow for mixing concrete
Tape Measure
Level
Water
Broom
Rags
Carpet and Board for temporary infill
Method:
1. If a depth of less than 10mm is to be achieved it is suggested to use Novatred Thin Screed (steps 4
onwards). If a depth of more than 10mm is to be achieved it is suggested to use Novatred Bulk
Screed and Novatred Thin Screed.
2. Read and carry out the instructions for the Novatred Bulk Screed and then fill the matwell until a
remaining depth of 15-5mm.
a. Instructions
3. Follow and carry out Novatred Bulk Screed instructions for drying time and then read through and
carry out Novatred Thin Screed instructions
a. Instructions
4. Install the Novatred Thin Screed to the level required depending on what Entrance Matting is to be
installed and following screed manufacturer’s instructions.
Novatred 1000 or 2000 mat only = 10mm.
Novatred 1000 or 2000 mat with Nuframe = 36mm.
Novatred 1000 or 2000 mat with Nugrid = 36mm
5. Allow the Novatred Thin Screed to dry to cure stage and test the mat will fit.
6. Remove the mat and insert infill carpet/board and reinstall just before hand over of entry to client
(this will lessen the chance of the mat being dirtied or damaged before hand over).
Please call Novaplas 1800 999 159 or 9455 2228 for assistance.

This information is based on our experience to date and the results of careful testing. However, varying site conditions and methods of use
influences practical application of the products. Their success is also dependent upon the professional judgment of the used and his/her
conformity to proper trade practice, which are factors outside out control. The issue of this product information invalidates all previous
information relevant to this product.

